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Three ladies… Three stories… Three losses… Three loves… Raven is the agent to the stars. Her company
Paper Dolls represents some of the top talent in R&B, Rock, and Hip-Hop. She has the life she worked hard
for minus the love she’s always wanted. But that is soon about to change. Her ex-husband has returned. He
gave her up once because of a terrible mistake. He wants his wife back and will fight to the bitter end to win
her love again. Can the man capable of inflicting the greatest heartache be redeemed? Raven must answer the
question while struggling to navigate the celebrity scene of junkie pop-stars and egomaniac starlets. What
her husband wants and her heart decides will collide in the most unexpected way. Valentina Diamond was
once the lead singer of the Black Diamonds. Now she’s a songbird without a band. Jaded over her ejection
from the band she decides to makeover her life and her music. And she’s found the perfect producer to do it.
Unexpected is the journey new friendship and fresh beginnings can take. And what consequences will her
evolution bring to the loving relationship she has the world’s most notorious hip-hop artist? Valentina finds
herself caught between two men who will do anything to have her. Can she correct the mistakes of the past
and do the selfless thing? Or will her heart overrule her senses and make the choice for her. Zephyr is in
love. The problem is her baseball star boyfriend doesn’t understand the true meaning of the word. His
wandering eye and never-ending betrayals have pushed her to the end. She’s forced to deal with her own
insecurities that have allowed her to have such unworthy lovers. The unexpected friendship between her pet
and the dog next doors brings her face to face with a very handsome neighbor. He’s different, attentive, and
very interested in showing her good side of man’s heart. But will he be enough to free her from the turbulent
passionate history she shared with her ex?
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From reader reviews:

Adrian Woodson:

What do you regarding book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you really
need something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
man? If you don't have spare time to perform others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster.
And you have free time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They need to answer
that question because just their can do that will. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person. Yes,
it is suitable. Because start from on pre-school until university need this specific Paper Dolls to read.

Dennis Boone:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation or go to the outside with them friends and family or
their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV, or perhaps
playing video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read
the book. It is really fun for you. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent the entire day to reading a
publication. The book Paper Dolls it is quite good to read. There are a lot of people who recommended this
book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. If you did not have enough space to bring this book you
can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book from the smart phone. The price
is not very costly but this book offers high quality.

Thomas Baier:

Many people spending their time by playing outside with friends, fun activity having family or just watching
TV the entire day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading a book. Ugh, think reading a
book will surely hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It okay you can have the e-book,
delivering everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Paper Dolls which is keeping the e-book
version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.

Daniel Martin:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book seemed to be rare?
Why so many problem for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading.
Some people likes reading, not only science book but in addition novel and Paper Dolls or even others
sources were given information for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel want to read
more and more. Science publication was created for teacher or even students especially. Those books are
helping them to increase their knowledge. In some other case, beside science book, any other book likes
Paper Dolls to make your spare time more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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